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The music is great and the gore
and special FX are decent - what's
there to be negative about?
and who knows, tell your missus
you are bringing home a musical
to watch and it may put things
in your favour. Just call in that

favour before she sits down
to watch it.

W There isn't a dull moment
or a slow period in the film
at all. It doesn't give you the
chance to even imagine
being bored.
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Quarantine

Underbelly: Unrated Belcebu

RELEASED: 9 March
DIRECTOR: John ErickDowdle
DETAILS: Horror

RELEASED:Available Now
DIRECTOR: Matt Cade
DETAILS: Horror

• THE VERY speedy remake (or
'adaptation' if you want to be
defensive) of [RecJ comes in the form
of Quarantine. Shot through the eyes
of a cameraman, the plot follows a TV
reporter who is following a group of
firemen for a documentary when they
get a call-out to an apartment
building. Upon arrival the building
goes into lockdown and we are witness
to a deadly outbreak of a virus that
turns people into bloodthirsty killers,
or zombies. Offensively an almost
scene-for-scene copy of [Rec] this title
is evidence of the extremes that
remakes are being taken to. If you
haven't seen [Rec] then go and buy it
instead. Renounce this insane release
and try and prevent further remakes
of titles that aren't even out of factory
shrink-wrap yet. DB

• INDIE FILMS are getting better
and better with each disc that comes
through to GoreZone HQ.
Underbelly is no exception although
there are good and bad elements to
the film. On paper it should have
been a five star film: Decent plot,
production value, good cast and a
genuinely intriguing storyline.
Unfortunately there are too many
random elements that were installed
in the film as an arty addition (I
assume) such as hats, flashbacks and
sacks over heads where not really
necessary. Had these been removed
and director Matt Cade
concentrated on the rest of the film
it would have been a lot better. That
being said Cade has obviously got
an eye for the horror genre and I
look forward to the next film with
his name on. DB

RELEASED:AvailabIe Now
DIRECTOR: Maurizio Lucidi
DETAILS: Horror / Comedy
• THIS TITLE mixes the
macabre with scantily clad
women, pentagrams, black
masses and gore with a great
twist - typical of Redemption
films. Rock idol Belcebu is
seduced by Satan who, in this
film, comes in the form of a
sassy rock chick. She offers him
eternal life as a rock star, in
return for his soul. There are
some great scenes that lighten
the film with its black humour.
Some good special effects and
titillation work well for this
would-be cult horror from
Spain - although the acting does
let the side down at points.
There are some great tunes
metal heads will enjoy in the
film as well, which works well
for the rock element of the film.
Special features include making
of. promo art, trailers and music
tracks. DB
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